SATURDAY, MAY 4, 2019
SWIU Networking Reception
5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Hyatt Regency McCormick Conference
Center Level One | Jackson Park CD Room

SUNDAY, MAY 5, 2019
SWIU Annual Breakfast Meeting
6:45 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Hyatt Regency McCormick Conference
Center Level Two | Prairie Room

SWIU 2019 ANNUAL
MEETING AT THE AUA

EVENTS

WELCOME MESSAGE
It is a privilege and great honor to welcome everyone
to this year’s Society of Women in Urology (SWIU)
Annual Breakfast and Business Meeting at the 114th
Annual American Urological Association (AUA)
Meeting in Chicago, IL. Our meeting will convene
promptly at 6:45 a.m. with a short business meeting
(SWIU members only) in the Prairie Room of the
Hyatt Regency McCormick. The breakfast buffet and
networking opportunities will begin at 7:00 a.m. and
the general meeting will begin at 7:30 a.m. in the
same location.
We are pleased to welcome Dr. John H. Lynch,
President-elect of the AUA, who will give an update
about AUA activities and opportunities that are
relevant to our membership at 7:35 a.m.
Our keynote speaker, Dr. Cheryl T. Lee, MD, Professor and Chair of Urology at The
Ohio University, Columbus, OH, will begin her address to the group at 7:45 a.m. We are
excited to welcome Dr. Lee as a stalwart, female colleague with numerous professional
accomplishments. She will be talking to us about “Advances in Bladder Cancer: Recent
Progress Shaping Clinical Care”.
One of the most rewarding aspects of SWIU is the recognition of female urologists and
researchers who are noteworthy contributors to the advancement of our field. At our
evening networking reception, May 4 from 5:30-7:30 p.m. (Jackson Park CD, Hyatt
Regency McCormick), we will honor our recent past President, Dr. Dolores Lamb, PhD
as our 2019 Christina Manthos Mentoring Award recipient—a much deserved honor to
add to her list of many achievements!
Sunday morning, we will award the Elisabeth Pickett Research Award to Dr. Caroline
Kang, MD. Also being acknowledged is the SWIU/SBUR Award for Excellence in
Urologic Research recipient, Dr. Kerry L. Burnstein, PhD. They will both provide a short
presentation on their respective works.
We will recognize the Outstanding Resident Award winner and the winners of the 8th
Annual Podium and Poster presentations that were all announced at our 8th Annual
Clinical Mentoring Conference in Scottsdale, AZ in January.
We have a new award this year to be announced at the breakfast meeting: the SWIU/
Intuitive Robotic Research Scholar Award winner.
Finally, our meeting will round out important information from our representative to
the AUA Advocacy Committee, Dr. Lindsey Kerr, and a brief AMA Update by Dr. Willie
Underwood.
It has truly been an honor to serve on the SWIU Board for the past several years, and
I look forward to personally greeting everyone at our SWIU gatherings in Chicago this
year!!
Welcome to the Windy City! Best,

Teresa D. Beam, MD, FACS
President of SWIU, 2018-2019
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CME INFORMATION
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
Urologists interact with patients diagnosed with bladder cancer and need to be made
aware of changes in clinical care as a result of new information / surgical outcomes
documented in recent studies on patients with this condition.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of the SWIU at the AUA 2019 Annual Meeting, attendees will be able to:
1.
2.
3.

Report the expected outcome of post-TUR use of intravesical gemcitabine.
Discuss differences in outcomes between open vs robot-assisted radical
cystectomy.
Report long-term outcomes documented in patients undergoing tri-modal
therapy for muscle-invasive bladder cancer with bladder preservation.

2019 AUA ACCREDITATION INFORMATION
Accreditation: The American Urological Association (AUA) is accredited by the
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing
medical education for physicians.
Credit Designation: The American Urological Association designates this live activity
for a maximum of 1.25 AMA PRA Category 1 CreditsTM. Physicians should claim only
the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.
Other Learners: The AUA is not accredited to offer credit to participants who are not
MDs or DOs. However, the AUA will issue documentation of participation that states that
the activity was certified for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™.
Evidence Based Content: It is the policy of the AUA to ensure that the content contained
in this CME activity is valid, fair, balanced, scientifically rigorous, and free of commercial
bias.
AUA Disclosure Policy: All persons in a position to control the content of an
educational activity (i.e., activity planners, presenters, authors) are required to disclose
to the provider any relevant financial relationships with any commercial interest. The AUA
must determine if the individual’s relationships may influence the educational content
and resolve any conflicts of interest prior to the commencement of the educational
activity. The intent of this disclosure is not to prevent individuals with relevant financial
relationships from participating, but rather to provide learners information with which
they can make their own judgments.
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CME INFORMATION
Resolution of Identified Conflict of Interest: All disclosures will be reviewed by
the program/course directors or editors for identification of conflicts of interest. Peer
reviewers, working with the program directors and/or editors, will document the
mechanism(s) for management and resolution of the conflict of interest and final approval
of the activity will be documented prior to implementation. Any of the mechanisms
below can/will be used to resolve conflict of interest:
• Peer review for valid, evidence-based content of all materials associated with an
		educational activity by the course/program director, editor, and/or Education
		 Conflict of Interest Review Work Group or its subgroup.
• Limit content to evidence with no recommendations
• Introduction of a debate format with an unbiased moderator (point-counterpoint)
• Inclusion of moderated panel discussion
• Publication of a parallel or rebuttal article for an article that is felt to be biased
• Limit equipment representatives to providing logistics and operation support only
		 in procedural demonstrations
• Divestiture of the relationship by faculty
Off-label or Unapproved Use of Drugs or Devices: The audience is advised that
this continuing medical education activity may contain reference(s) to off-label or
unapproved uses of drugs or devices. Please consult the prescribing information for full
disclosure of approved uses.

AUA PARTICIPANT INFORMATION & POLICIES
Disclaimer: The opinions and recommendations expressed by faculty, authors
and other experts whose input is included in this program are their own and do not
necessarily represent the viewpoint of the AUA.
Consent to Use of Photographic Images: Attendance at or participation in AUA
meetings and other activities constitutes an agreement by the registrant to AUA’s
use and distribution (both now and in the future) of the attendee’s image or voice in
photographs and electronic reproductions of such meetings and activities.
Audio, Video and Photographic Equipment: The use of audio, video and other
photographic recording equipment by attendees is prohibited inside AUA meeting
rooms.
Reproduction Permission: Reproduction of written materials developed for this AUA
course is prohibited without the written permission from individual authors and the
American Urological Association.
Special Assistance/Dietary Needs: The AUA complies with the Americans with
Disabilities Act §12112(a). If any participant is in need of special assistance or has any
dietary restrictions, please see the registration desk.
Disclosure Report: The disclosures for this meeting can be found at the following
website: www.aua.org/speaker-central/disclosures
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Annual Breakfast Meeting
Sunday, May 5, 2019
6:45 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Hyatt Regency McCormick Conference Center Level Two | Prairie Room
Keynote Speaker: Cheryl T. Lee, MD from the Ohio State University
6:45 a.m.
		

Annual Business Meeting
(SWIU members only)

7:00 a.m.
		

Breakfast Buffet and
Networking

7:30 a.m.
		
		
		

President’s Welcome
Teresa D. Beam, MD, FACS
Urology of Indiana
2018 – 2019 SWIU President

7:35 a.m.
		
		
		
		
		

AUA Update*
John H. Lynch, MD, FACS
MedStar Georgetown
University Hospital
AUA President-Elect
*CME Accredited

7:45 a.m.
		
		
		
		
		
		

Keynote Address: Advances
in Bladder Cancer: Recent
Progress Shaping Clinical
Care*
Cheryl T. Lee, MD
The Ohio State University
*CME Accredited

8:45 a.m.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

SWIU Award Presentations
Elisabeth Pickett Research 		
Award Presentation
SWIU/SBUR Award for
Excellence in Urological
Research Presentation
SWIU / Intuitive Robotic
Research Scholar Award
Presentation
Outstanding Resident Award
Recognition
8th Annual Clinical Mentoring
Conference Resident/Fellow
Podium Presentation and 		
Poster Winners Recognition

9:05 a.m.
		
		
		

SWIU Advocacy Update
Lindsey Kerr, MD
EMMC Pelvic Care and
Continence Specialists

9:15 a.m.
		
		

AMA Update and Position on
AMA Board of Trustees
Willie Underwood, MD

9:20 a.m.

Networking

SWIU Networking Reception
Saturday, May 4, 2019
5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Hyatt Regency McCormick Conference Center Level One | Jackson Park CD Room
Everyone is welcome! This is a great opportunity to meet with other urologists to discuss
issues in the field of urology, as well as other medical issues.
In addition, SWIU will announce the Christina Manthos Mentor Award winner. Christina
Manthos was an extraordinary young urologist whose life and career were sadly curtailed
by breast cancer. As a means of perpetuating the flame of her inspiration and honoring
her memory, SWIU established an annual award to recognize those men or women who
demonstrate extraordinary mentoring skills in supporting the career of female urologists.
We look forward to this great networking opportunity every year and hope to see you there!
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AWARDS
Elisabeth Picket Research Award
The Elisabeth Pickett Research Award
makes funds available for small research
grants for basic, translation or clinical
urologic research. The awards may be
used to continue or supplement a current
project or to initiate new study.
Christina Manthos Mentoring Award
SWIU established an annual award to
recognize those men or women who
demonstrate extraordinary mentoring
skills in supporting the career of a female
urologist. SWIU believes that a mentor
is an important element in the life of
each professional woman and wants to
encourage and reward those who set a
good example.
Jean Foucroy Leadership Award
Jean Fourcroy was a pioneering female
physician in the field of urology who
helped to establish the Society of Women
in Urology in 1980. Dr. Fourcroy’s
unwavering perseverance and courage
paved the way for women in Urology. As
a means of perpetuating the flame of her
inspiration and honoring her memory,
SWIU established an award to recognize
exceptional leadership of women in
urology.

SWIU/SBUR Award for Excellence in
Urological Research
Nominations for this award are accepted
by the SBUR, who will nominate two
candidates for consideration by the Board
of Directors of SWIU, who will make the
final decision. Appropriate candidates are
members of SBUR who hold an MD, a
PhD or both and who have a distinguished
track record of urological research.
SWIU-Intuitive Robotics Research
Scholarship
This award is intended to support the
development of outstanding women
research scientists in the area of robotics
research who have demonstrated
a commitment to improving the
understanding, treatment, and experience
of urology using robotics. Investigators
must be working in a research environment
capable of supporting robotic research.
Resident Travel Award
The Society of Women in Urology is proud
to offer Resident Travel Awards to attend
the SWIU Annual Clinical Mentoring
Conference. This award serves to
subsidize the travel expenses for a female
resident to attend the conference.

The Outstanding Resident Award
Outstanding Resident Award was
established to honor women residents
who fulfill the mission of SWIU - to
advance the career development and
professional success of women urologists
- and who have been mentors, teachers,
sponsors, or coaches for other residents,
and students of all genders.

visit swiu.org/awards.aspx to read more and apply.
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2019 AWARD WINNERS
Elisabeth Picket Research Award
Caroline Kang, MD, PhD

Christina Manthos Mentoring Award
Dolores J. Lamb, PhD

SWIU/SBUR Award for Excellence in Urological Research
Kerry K. Burnstein, PhD

The Outstanding Resident Award
Laura A. Mihalko, MD
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MEMBERSHIP
Since its inception, SWIU’s focus is primarily in the areas of mentoring members in
career development at all stages of their career, highlighting the achievements of
women leaders in urology, supporting the urologic research efforts of women, and
providing networking venues for our members.
SWIU provides important benefits to its members, such as the SWIU Annual Events at
the AUA, networking opportunities, the SWIU Mentor Program, the SWIU Membership
Directory, and the SWIU Newsletter.
SWIU also provides the ideal environment for interacting with members and trainees
at the annual SWIU Clinical Mentoring Conference held in January. The meeting
offers learning experiences through lectures and hands-on labs, as well as networking
opportunities during social events.

Active
Must be a member in good standing of
the American Urological Association.
Must have acceptably completed an
accredited urologic training program or its
equivalent in a foreign country. Or must
have acceptably completed an accredited
PhD in an allied basic science field and
be currently active in urologic research.
Active members have voting privileges.
Affiliate
Must be a physician in a related field of
medicine and science who cannot qualify
for active membership or a non-physician
who, by professional or personal
accomplishments,
has
contributed
significantly to medicine in general or the
specialty of urology. Affiliate members
may not vote.

Candidate
Must have graduated from an accredited
medical school with receipt of Doctor of
Medicine degree or an equivalent degree.
Must be enrolled in a resident or fellowship
program credentialed by the Accreditation
Council for Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME) or such similar body in a foreign
country or post-doctoral fellows having
completed an accredited PhD in an allied
basic science field and active in urologic
research. Candidate members may not
vote.
Senior
This membership will be available to
SWIU members who have/are retiring.
Senior members will not have voting
rights or be able to hold office.

Join or renew your membership at swiu.org/membership.aspx
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INDUSTRY SUPPORT
THANK YOU TO OUR 2019 PROMOTIONAL PARTNERS
Platinum Partners
Allergan, Inc.
Coloplast
Gold Partner
Cook Medical

THANK YOU TO OUR 2019 EXHIBITORS
Allergan, Inc.
Coloplast
Cook Medical
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SAVE THE DATES
SWIU 9th
Annual Clinical
Mentoring Conference
January 17 – 19, 2020

Hilton New Orleans Riverside
New Orleans, Louisiana

Society of Women in Urology, Inc.
Support . Promote . Succeed

SWIU at the AUA 2020
May 15 – 18, 2020
Washington, D.C.

